
Pet Shop Boys, Loves Comes Quickly
(Love pains)
(Love pains)
(Love pains)
(Love pains)
Midnight
I watch you as you are sleeping
You don't know I'm leaving
My bags are packed to go
Oh, no, no, no
It hurts me
Hurts me so to leave you
Leave you for some one who
I hardly even know
          But time has come to say goodbye
          To spread my wings and fly
          To feed the need I feel inside
     But I keep feeling these love pains
     Hurting me through and through
     Caught between a love or two
     Oh, will I ever be free from these love pains?
(Love pains)
(Love pains)
Can't help
Can't help but remember
The love we had, so tender
A world so safe and sound
Oh, no, no, no,
His kiss, temptation so inviting
A feeling so exciting
Has turned me upside down
          And though, I know I could be wrong
          This feeling's much too strong
          I've got to be where I belong
     But I keep feeling these love pains
     Hurting me through and through
     Caught between a love or two
     Oh, will I ever be free from these love pains?
     Tearing me more apart
     'Cause I don't wanna break your heart
     Oh, will I ever be free from these love pains?
(Love pains)
(Love pains)
     Love pains
     Hurting me through and through
     Caught between a love or two
     Oh, will I ever be free from these love pains?
     Tearing me more apart
     'Cause I don't wanna break your heart
     Oh, will I ever be free from these love pains?
     Hurting me through and through
     Caught between a love or two
     Oh, will I ever be free of these love pains?
     Tearing me more apart
     'Cause I don't wanna break your heart
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